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	Product Description
	Delivery Info
	Flower Care





"spectacular colour and eye catching beauty!"
 Our stunning Colourful Bounty bouquet brings together stunning roses, germinis, stallion chrysanthemums and carnations complimented with pistacia to create an arrangement of spectacular colour and eye catching beauty!

(Medium bouquet is shown where multiple sizes are available)



Product Ref: OTT847 




Substitution Policy

Due to seasonal availability of certain flowers from time to time, we may use a substitution.

In cases like this, we will always use the best match with the stem pictured, and it will always be of equal or higher value to the one pictured.

In the rare case that no suitable substitution exists we will make contact with you to find an alternative solution.





















This product is delivered by trackable courier.

Kindly note that some non-mainland areas might require an additional working day for transit.

Adverse weather conditions can also result in delays.

Deliveries might be early during particular events. For more details, feel free to contact us, and one of our customer care agents will provide you with further details before you place your order.

Next day flower delivery is available 7 days a week for orders placed

Order before 10pm* Monday - Friday, 5pm on Saturday for Sunday delivery and 2pm* Sunday for Monday delivery.

Free Standard Delivery: order by 7pm - delivered within 1-2 working days from your chosen delivery date.

Express Named Day Delivery: order by 10pm to get it delivered the next day.

Please note, if our courier is unable to make the flower delivery to the recipient, a message card will be posted, including delivery rescheduling details.

Royal Mail Guaranteed before 1 Special delivery


This service is charged at a premium rate at Â£8.99 and is available for Tuesday to Saturday Delivery when ordered before 1pm.
We deliver throughout the UK. However, there are certain delivery restrictions in particular areas. Though marketed before 1pm there are exceptions with this service.









	Keep your vase clean to reduce bacteria.

	Fill 2/3 of your vase with water.

	Remove any leaves that sit below the water line.

	Trim 2-3cm off the stems every couple of days.

	Change with fresh water every 1-2 days, top up when needed.

	Keep flowers out of direct sunlight, do not place close to fires or radiators.

	Remove wilting flowers and guard petals from your bouquet to keep it fresh.




 












Blushing Elegance


£38.99


£28.99 
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Select a Size 














Standard 
















































































































































































































































































Medium+ £5.00











Most
Loved





Large + £10.00
















Medium bouquet is shown in image
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Add a Little Extra? 
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Delicious luxury Praline chocolates perfect for sharing









Deluxe Chocolates 

+ £4.99 
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Delicious luxury Praline chocolates perfect for sharing









Luxury Chocolates 

+ £9.99 








[image: Luxury Belgium Chocolates]

A delicious collection of handmade Belgium Chocolates. These chocolates contain Alcohol.









Luxury Belgium Chocolates 

+ £19.99 
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Add something a little special with delicious Guylian Chocolates 









Guylian Seashells 

+ £2.99 
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Birthday Cake 

+ £4.99 
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Cuddle up with our Exclusive Sebastian the bear 









Cuddly Bear 

+ £9.99 
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Occasion Candle 

+ £4.99 








[image: Afternoon Tea Gift]

Who doesn't love an Afternoon tea?! Enjoy delicious handmade cakes and tasty treats









Afternoon Tea Gift 

+ £16.99 
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Life Is Sweet Gift 

£9.99 
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Gladioli Bulbs 

£4.99 







[image: Lily Bulbs]



Lily Bulbs 

£4.99 







[image: Cartwright Champagne Truffles Add-on]

Indulge in delicious Cartwright and Butler luxury Champagne Truffles 









Luxury Champagne Truffles 

£12.99 
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Chocolate Eggs 

£4.99 







[image: PP2414 Birthday Postal]

The Perfect Birthday Gift, Including Fudge, Birthday Cake, Candles and More









Birthday Gift 

£18.99 
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Gin and Tonic Gift 

£16.99 
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A delicious collection of the finest wines, nuts and chocolates 









Wine Postal Gift 

£16.99 
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Occasion Candle 

£4.99 







[image: Luxury Jellies]

Share some delicious handmade jellies perfect for all! Vegan friendly









Luxury Jellies 

£4.99 







[image: Premium Vase Poland]

Our beautiful and elegant tall vase is perfect to really showcase your bouquet









Luxury Tall Vase 

£24.99 
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Hand Blown Bowl Vase 

£9.99 







[image: Hand Blown Vase]



Hand Blown Vase 

£7.99 







[image: Ribbed Vase NEW]

Turn back time with our art deco vase perfect for any bouquet









Art Deco Vase 

£8.99 
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Happy Birthday Pick 

£2.99 







[image: White Wine (37.5cl)]



White 37.5cl 

£7.99 







[image: Red Wine (37.5cl)]



Red 37.5cl 

£8.99 







[image: Gin + Tonic 5cl]



Gin + Tonic 5cl 

£4.99 







[image: Sparkling White Wine]



Sparkling White Wine 

£19.99 







[image: Moet (37.5cl)]



Moet 37.5cl 

£34.99 
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Make any occasion extra special with the finest Champagne Moet









Moet 75cl 

£69.99 
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Champagne (75cl) 

£34.99 
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Make arranging bouquets a breeze with our professional florist secateurs









Secateurs 

£16.99 
































3 
Choose a Delivery Date 








Change Date







4
Your gift message
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Choose a card
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Send a recording
Our
Pick
















 






 Send a personalised card

	 Many designs & occassions
	
 Customise all text

	
 Add your own photos!




+ £3.99 £5.99
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Personalise 











Or








 Send a message card






Premium Colour Message Card +50p


















Suggested addons

















Send a recorded message (FREE)
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Choose between video or voice message



[image: step 2]
We will send a QR code along with your gift
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They scan the code to play your message!





Get Started!
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Record a message

Make it extra personal, send a video or voice recorded message with your gift. Whether to say Happy Birthday or Congratulations, a recording will bring your message to life!






















Record a voice message

 Just press the  button to start recording your voice message, you will have up to 30 seconds.

You can preview your voice message and will be given the option to re-record as many times as you like!













Please allow access to your camera and microphone to start recording.




Please allow access to your microphone to start recording.




Let's Get Started

Happy With Your Recording?










Back






Add To Order!






Save & Review






Start Recording











Video Message






Voice Message






Close









Back






Record






Save & Send























Stop Recording











Your recording has been saved and a copy will be sent with this product.
























 






or 4 interest-free payments of £7.25 with
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Shop Now. Pay Later. 
Always interest-free.









Add your favourites to cart 










Select Clearpay at checkout 










Log into or create your Clearpay account, instant approval decision 










Your purchase will be split into 4 payments, payable every 2 weeks 







Clearpay lends you a fixed amount of credit so you can pay for your purchase over 4 instalments, due every 2 weeks.
Ensure you can make repayments on time. You must be 18+ and a permanent UK resident (excl Channel Islands). Clearpay charges a £6 late fee for each late instalment and a further £6 if it's still unpaid 7 days later. Late fees are capped at £6 for orders under £24 and the lower of £24 or 25% of the order value for orders over £24.
Missed payments may affect your ability to use Clearpay in the future and your details may be passed onto a debt collection agency working on Clearpay's behalf. Clearpay is credit that is not regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. T&C's and other eligibility criteria apply at clearpay.co.uk/terms.






 





Make Your Gift Extra Special








Deluxe Chocolates
was £9.99
only £4.99









ADD



NO THANKS




























	Product Description
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"spectacular colour and eye catching beauty!"



Our stunning Colourful Bounty bouquet brings together stunning roses, germinis, stallion chrysanthemums and carnations complimented with pistacia to create an arrangement of spectacular colour and eye catching beauty!


(Medium bouquet is shown where multiple sizes are available)



Product Ref: OTT847 




Substitution Policy

Due to seasonal availability of certain flowers from time to time, we may use a substitution.

In cases like this, we will always use the best match with the stem pictured, and it will always be of equal or higher value to the one pictured.

In the rare case that no suitable substitution exists we will make contact with you to find an alternative solution.





















This product is delivered by trackable courier.

Kindly note that some non-mainland areas might require an additional working day for transit.

Adverse weather conditions can also result in delays.

Deliveries might be early during particular events. For more details, feel free to contact us, and one of our customer care agents will provide you with further details before you place your order.








	Keep your vase clean to reduce bacteria.

	Fill 2/3 of your vase with water.

	Remove any leaves that sit below the water line.

	Trim 2-3cm off the stems every couple of days.

	Change with fresh water every 1-2 days, top up when needed.

	Keep flowers out of direct sunlight, do not place close to fires or radiators.

	Remove wilting flowers and guard petals from your bouquet to keep it fresh.




 














You might also like...
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[image: Peruvian Lily & Rose]



Save
£17 








Peruvian Lily & Rose 




From £39.99

£22.99 


Send Now


FREE Delivery Available 
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	Contact

	Email us: 

[email protected]
	Give Us a Call: 

08000238980
















© 123 Flowers 2024. All Rights Reserved.
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We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Accept & Continue










